
Here are some words from the authors Daniele Di Domenico and Simone Cau:

When Kei Ogata and Kim Senger contacted us to create a flash animation featuring the Longyearbyen CO2 Lab’s carbon 
capture project we jumped at the idea, but we were also conscious of the difficulties and hard work involved; to explain 
a complex scientific/technical project to groups of school children  would be challenging.  Our first thought was: We 
need a story, to represent 60.000 tons of CO2 molecules in an underground environment.  A starting point that our 
young audience would relate to like a party or a TV show!  So we invented the underground theatre with it’s lead charac-
ter Dioxy, the protagonist of the story, the last molecule to arrive in the reservoir. 

Working closely with Kei  (postdoc-UNIS ) and Kim (PHD-Bergen University/UNIS), working for the Longyearbyen CO2 Lab 
was both a creative and stimulating experience they contributed to the work, writing several parts of the script and 
realizing the first draft of our protagonist Dioxy. 

We used flash animations to represent the fantastic world of Dioxy and video footage to show Longyearbyen, and the 
scientific work carried out by the CO2. team. Music plays a crucial roll with two catchy theme songs, which open and 
close the story. 
The result is a video/animation of 23 minutes, composed of 8 episodes, that can be used for  different media channels 
from television to web diffusion.  

Dioxy’s story starts at Mine 7, and takes you on a journey from the mining, and transporting of the coal to the power plant, through 
the forming and separating of the CO2 gas,  to the final stages of injection  beneath Adventdalen.

Through a creative and dynamic media, Dioxy and her friends explain to school children (and many enthusiastic adults) the con-
cept of carbon capture and storage (CCS) through the work carried out by the Longyearbyen CO2 lab.

The Kairòs Studio view this as a first experience for a new way of “geo-science’s popularization”, and welcome further job op-
portunities of this type in the future. 

We hope you will enjoy this movie?   http://co2-ccs.unis.no/Dioxy.html
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In early December 2011 you may have seen a trailer for “The Arctic Ad-
ventures of Dioxy” ?
(Funded by Svalbard Environmental Protection Fund and realized by Kairòs 
Studio.)
The movie previewed on 19th January, at the Svalbardseminaret 2012 
and we are now pleased to announce from the 06.02.2012 the entire 
video will be available online as a series of 8 episodes 2 episodes will 
be released every Monday from the o6 - 27.02.2012.

Beware  you  will be sucked in for the next 4 weeks, 8 episodes + 23 minutes!

The Arctic Adventures of Dioxy - the Longyearbyen CO2 lab gets creative
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By Kim Senger (kim.senger@uni.no) and Kei Ogata (kei.ogata@unis.no), in association with Daniele Di Domenico and Simone Cau (www.kairostudio.it).


